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Kulasekaris is a renowned name in the field of astrology. Charts, Vedic Prediction, to name a few, are
the most talked about features of this program. This is because of its accuracy. No other astrological
software has so far given such accuracy. We would like to thank our reader, shantanu, , for the
feedback. Astrologers are always in search of a good astrological program, but invariably, come back
to the famous and popular LeoTouch Muhurat software. The reason for this is its accuracy. This is
because of its easy interface and the unlimited number of features. This year, we have decided to
focus on its extremely wide selection of Vedic astrology programs.Q: Pressing button in
UIActionSheet causes the program to crash I have an application in which I have a UIActionSheet
with 3 buttons. When I press a button in the action sheet it crashes. -
(void)actionSheet:(UIActionSheet *)actionSheet didPickViewController:(UIViewController
*)viewController animated:(BOOL)animated{ [actionSheet dismissWithClickedButtonIndex:0
animated:YES]; if (actionSheet.tag == actionNumber1) { [self.label resetActions]; [self.view
removeFromSuperview]; [actionSheet release]; } if (actionSheet.tag == actionNumber2) { [self.label
resetActions]; [self.view removeFromSuperview]; [actionSheet release]; } if (actionSheet.tag ==
actionNumber3) { [self.label resetActions]; [self.view removeFromSuperview]; [actionSheet release];
} [actionSheet release]; } When I press the first button it works. When I press any of the other 2 it
crashes. Any ideas? A: Use alertController instead of actionSheet.It is more stable and more easier. -
(void)actionSheet:(UIActionSheet *)actionSheet didPickViewController:(UIViewController
*)viewController animated:(BOOL)animated{ if ([actionSheet isKindOfClass:[UIAlertController class]])
{ [(UIAlertController *)actionSheet dismissViewControllerAnimated:YES completion:nil]; }
[actionSheet dismissWithClickedButtonIndex:0 animated:YES]; if (actionSheet.tag ==
actionNumber1) { [self.label resetActions]; [self.
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SKYCLOCK 2.0 Macintosh, US$79.95. By Anthony Chang of SynEnergy, P.O. Box 1668, Palo Alto,
California, 94302, USA. Ph: 415-327-2633. This more powerful version of Skyclock updates the chart

on-screen using a graphically enhanced version of the synchrony chart. With its combination of a
beautiful multi-colored chart and graphically enhanced information, this application has a lot to offer
the user. It features an enhanced Version of the South Indian Square Chart, a regular Western Chart,

Nakshatra and Planet Dasha tool, the Hora Range and the Partition Palya. The Planetarium is very
cool, showing a picture of the sky and the planets in relation to the sun, which can be rotated with
the mouse. This is a great introduction to Western Astrology for the newcomer and the professional

alike. It is suitable for both Macintosh and PC. SKYCLOCK 3.0 Macintosh, US$79.95. By Anthony
Chang of SynEnergy, P.O. Box 1668, Palo Alto, California, 94302, USA. Ph: 415-327-2633. This next
version of Skyclock adds a more powerful planetary tool to it. Besides the planets, Sun, Moon and
Lagna, the new version of Skyclock features the Navamsa and Vimsottari Dasha, a South Indian

square chart, progressed and solar arc charts, as well as basic planetary indicators, which include
planet position, Mercury's retrograde, retrograde speed and start time. The concept of Nakshatra

and Planet Dashas is also incorporated into this next generation of Skyclock. To make the most of all
of these features, the user must be willing to make some adjustments on his or her part. A new

feature that is incorporated into this version of Skyclock is the Planet Panel that shows the locations
of the planets on the chart and planet positions. This is the most advanced and powerful version of

Skyclock, and is suitable for both Macintosh and Windows. If you are serious about your Vedic
astrology, then you can download this great software for just $79.95. 5ec8ef588b
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